FANS, FERTILIZER, AND
FALSE FLAGS
I’d like to look more closely at the alleged
Hezbollah terror plot announced last week in
Bangkok.
Thai police said they had broken up a
terror plot aimed at tourist sites in
Bangkok, after U.S. warnings triggered
in part by worsening tensions with Iran
following the killing of a nuclear
scientist in Tehran.
National police chief Gen. Priewpan
Damapong said a man in custody for
questioning on Saturday said the bomb
plot had been called off when
authorities caught wind of it. Gen.
Priewpan described the man as of
Lebanese descent, with links to the
Iranian-backed, Lebanon-based militant
group Hezbollah. Another suspect is
still at large, he said.

Last April, in what was billed as an
unprecedented step, Mossad issued a
warning (leaked to the media) to Israelis
overseas about an imminent Hezbollah plot. Among
those implicated in this imminent plot that
apparently never came to fruition was Lebanese
businessman Naim Haris, who was allegedly in
charge of recruiting for Hezbollah overseas.
Reportedly, some time last year Shin Bet–also in
an unusual move–released a picture of Haris,
though I haven’t found any public record of it
in a quick Google search.
Then, on December 18 of last year, Israel
alerted US and Thai officials about the presence
of two Lebanese terrorists in Bangkok. Those two
alleged terrorists are presumed to be Haris and
Atris Hussein.
On December 18, Israel reportedly told
the US and Thailand about the presence

of at least two Hezbollah members in
Bangkok. The three countries then began
a secret, three-week-long hunt of the
terror suspects

Last Friday, the US Embassy in Thailand issued a
warning that foreign terrorists might be trying
to attack tourists in Bangkok.
This message alerts U.S. citizens in
Thailand that foreign terrorists may be
currently looking to conduct attacks
against tourist areas in Bangkok in the
near future.

U.S. citizens are urged to

exercise caution when visiting public
areas where large groups of Western
tourists gather in Bangkok.
[snip]
Note:

Due to a technical error, some

recipients received this message –
followed by a recall message – a few
minutes later.

Please disregard the

recall message.

Israel’s Counterterrorism Bureau did the same.
I checked with a friend who lives and works–at a
US multinational–within blocks of one of the
alleged targets, and he got no specialized
warning.
By the time the Israeli warning, at least, went
out, Thai police had already arrested Atris at
the airport. By Sunday, YNet news had published
an image of Atris’ Swedish passport (issued in
2005), along with these details:
An examination of the passport, which
was obtained by Ynet, revealed that
Atris was born in southern Lebanon and
married a Swedish woman in 1996. The
marriage made him eligible for a Swedish
passport, which he allegedly exploited
for the benefit of Hezbollah’s terrorism
apparatus.

According to reports by Swedish media,
Atris previously owned a hair saloon in
Gothenburg, before returning to Lebanon
more than 10 years ago. Moreover, one of
his relatives, Germany resident Muhammad
Atris, was involved in the past in the
Iranian assassination of four Kurdish
opposition figures in 1992.

Note the chronology: Atris marries a Swedish
woman three years after his brother is arrested
in Germany for forging passports in association
with a 1992 terrorist attack in Berlin that–if
not for an emergency call at the last
minute–would have targeted four very senior
Swedish politicians as well. According to the
Israeli press, Atris moved back to Lebanon in
2001, yet renewed his Swedish passport in 2005.
Hezbollah has denied that Atris is a member of
the organization.
In addition, YNet reported,
Police in Bangkok published the
suspect’s composite portrait, which
bears great resemblance to Hezbollah
operative Naim Haris. The latter’s photo
was unusually published last year, by
the Shin Bet, which at the time
identified him as an operative in charge
of recruiting Hezbollah agents
worldwide.

Here are some other details I find interesting
about this plot.
On Monday, when Atris brought the police to the
location where he was warehousing 8,800 pounds
of urea and ammonium nitrate, he had a ski mask
on, but no visible bullet-proof vest. On
Tuesday, when Atris was brought to court (he’s
being held for 12 days on charges of illegal
possession of restricted chemicals), his face
was completely visible but he wore a bulletproof vest. (I’m agnostic whether the figure in
both photos is the same person–both have hairy

forearms! But note the masked figure hides his
forearm with his shirt.)
The original tip-off (reportedly from the
Americans) claimed the attack was scheduled for
last Friday or Saturday, focused on Jewish
targets in Bangkok. Some reports say Atris
confessed a plot had been planned for Bangkok.
But according to more recenlt reports, Atris
intended to ship “the explosives” out of
Bangkok. In addition to the explosives
fertilizer, Thai police also found 500 electric
fans at his warehouse, which would seem to have
no terrorist use.
Now, I have no idea whether or not this was
really an attempted terrorist attack or was,
instead, two Lebanese businessmen trying to
export fans.
But I do know that on January 11, Israeli
surrogates killed an Iranian scientist, by all
candid accounts in an effort to incite the
Iranians to do something stupid so we will, in
response, attack them. On January 13, Mark Perry
published a story based on two US intelligence
officials and another four “currently serving or
recently retired intelligence officers” alleging
that Israel was recruiting Muslims to conduct
false flag attacks. Laura Rozen quoted a former
senior CIA officer saying Israel’s false flag
operations go even further.
The Mossad “do false flag ops posing as
everything you can imagine,” a former
senior CIA officer who has worked
extensively on the region told Yahoo
News Friday on condition of anonymity,
adding that he found the “false flag”
report “very” credible. “They have even
recruited Arabs in the U.S. posing as
[Central Intelligence] Agency and
carrying fabricated credentials.”

In other words, on the very same day this
terrorist alert–seeming prepped by Israel last
year and purportedly implicating Iran’s ally

Hezbollah–the intelligence community came out in
droves to admit that Israel conducts false flag
ops “posing as everything you can imagine.”
Now that we’ve admitted that Israel lies–even to
us–to achieve its strategic objectives, can we
show some skepticism when they cry “terrorist”?
Particularly when such cries are so …
conveniently timed?

